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Iron angel knows why this is here



News

Independent librarians under fire

The librarians of Occupy Wall Street saw their carefully catalogued collection of over 5,000 books 
and archive of original writing, art and other material from the historic protest destroyed by the 
NYPD. There were early reports (spun and promoted by the office of NYC Mayor Bloomberg) that 
the library had been carefully stowed in a nearby lock-up from which protesters could claim it. But 
these claims were overstated -- the books were indeed largely destroyed or missing, along with 
laptops, shelves and other library equipment. 

OWS's librarians are rebuilding, and they're soliciting donations of books for their collection. 
Tachyon, who publish Cory Doctorow's  essay collections, alerted him to this when they wrote to 
ask if I minded them donating copies of his books to the effort (the answer was an enthusiastic 
yes!). 

Link : http://boingboing.net/2011/11/17/ows-library-is-rebuilding-afte.html

In worrying American internet news – thx Iron Angel!

The Stop Online Piracy Act (SOPA) is being voted on soon and will attempt to separate the US 
internet from the rest of the world and shut down any site that even looks like it might be infringing 
any kind of copyright.

As drafted, the legislation would grant the government and private parties unprecedented power to 
interfere with the Internet's domain name system (DNS). The government would be able to force 
ISPs and search engines to redirect or dump users' attempts to reach certain websites' URLs. In 
response, third parties will woo average users to alternative servers that offer access to the entire 
Internet (not just the newly censored U.S. version), which will create new computer security 
vulnerabilities as the reliability and universality of the DNS evaporates.

It gets worse: Under SOPA's provisions, service providers (including hosting services) would be 
under new pressure to monitor and police their users’ activities.  While PROTECT-IP targeted sites 
“dedicated to infringing activities,” SOPA targets websites that simply don’t do enough to track and 
police infringement (and it is not at all clear what would be enough).  And it creates new powers to 
shut down folks who provide tools to help users get access to the Internet the rest of the world sees 
(not just the “U.S. authorized version”).

Update: Tumblr users mounted a telephone protest generating 87,834 pone calls to senatorial 
offices in the US, so the powers that be cannot claim it is a popular idea.

Link: https://www.eff.org/deeplinks/2011/11/explosion-opposition-internet-blacklist-bill

The US military is now legally in the clear to launch offensive operations in cyberspace, the 
commander of the US Strategic Command has said."I do not believe that we need new explicit 
authorities to conduct offensive operations of any kind," Air Force General Robert Kehler told 
Reuters. But he added that the military was still figuring out the rules of engagement for cyber-
warfare outside the "area of hostilities", which are the places they've already been approved to do 
battle in. US Strategic Command is in charge of a number of areas for the US military, including 
space operations (like military satellites), cyberspace concerns, 'strategic deterrence' (translation: 
nuclear weapons) and combating WMDs.In May 2010, it set up a subdivision called US Cyber 
Command to specifically deal with what the military refers to as the newest potential battle 
'domain'.

Link: http://www.theregister.co.uk/2011/11/17/us_military_cyberspace/
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Weed in a chip?

Researchers at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology have come up with a better way to 
simulate the processing that goes on in the human brain, and you hardware enthusiasts out there will 
appreciate this one. Rather than simulate the firing and spiking of a bunch of neurons in software on 
massive clusters of computer chips, MIT researchers have created a digital chip with analog 
properties that emulates the flow of ions between connected brain cells and therefore can directly 
simulate how neurons actually fire across their synapses.

The human brain has about 100 billion neurons, more or less (more for El Reg readers, and less for 
El Reg hacks), and each neuron has multiple synapses between them oozing neurotransmitters as 
the brain responds to stimuli from the outside world, creating an ion channel of flowing and charged 
sodium, potassium, and calcium ions in the synapse and eventually allowing an electric signal, 
called an action potential, to fire from one neuron to the other. When this happens, your brain 
remembers to do things, like duck a punch or keep your heart beating. (Often at the same time.)

While other researchers have created chips that emulate the synaptic firing, this one can emulate the 
ion flows underlying the firing, and therefore do a better job simulating neurons. "If you really want 
to mimic brain function realistically, you have to do more than just spiking. You have to capture the 
intracellular processes that are ion channel-based," Poon explained in a statement announcing the 
paper. "We can tweak the parameters of the circuit to match specific ion channels. We now have a 
way to capture each and every ionic process that's going on in a neuron."

Interestingly, there is a whole class of researchers who think that endo-cannabinoids, which have a 
structure similar to THC – the active ingredient in the pot you never inhaled – and which are 
involved in many brain functions including appetite, pain suppression, and memory, are affiliated 
with LTD. First, I knew my brain made its own opiates, but I did not know it made its own pot. And 
second, of course these endo-cannabinoids make you hungry and forget stuff – like the fact that you 
already knew that before you started designing the chip.

Link: http://www.theregister.co.uk/2011/11/17/mit_synaptic_chip/ 

Pakistan bans rude text messaging

text messaging has long been derided for diminished linguistic skills and increased profanity, 
especially among yoof.In a bid to tackle the issue, officials in Pakistan have forced mobile operators 
to block all texts that feature specific offensive words.The country's telecoms regulator, the Pakistan 
Telecomminication Authority, has produced a list of more than 1000 words and phrases that 
operators must look out for, The Guardian reports.

We're not just talking F-bombs, C-nuts and other usual suspects. Seemingly inoffensive words such 
as "flatulence", "deposit" and "fondle" are also on the censor's list. Residents better not brag about 
playing with their fondleslabs over there, then. Obscure phrases like "flogging the dolphin" and 
"pocket pool" have been barred too, along with terms like "strap-on", "crotch-rot" and "beat your 
meat".

Watchdog director Muhammad Talib Doger wrote to the country's various mobile operators 
insisting "the system should be implemented within seven days... and a report submitted to PTA on 
monthly basis on the number of blocked SMSs". Attached to the letter was a list of 1109 English 
phrases - and 586 more in Urdu - which the PTA wants banned. Even more are apparently facing 
the chop in the near future. WTF?

While it will be hard to completely restrict the use of every phrase, operators expect fines should 
they not comply.It's probably about time the folk in Pakistan started downloading the Viz 
Profanisaurus app. Surely the watchdog will struggle to stop people asking if the wife fancies a 
"Dutch oyster" later as one's "trouser truncheon" needs a good "snake charm". You never know, 
though.
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Link:http://www.reghardware.com/2011/11/18/pakistan_telecom_watchdog_outlaws_rude_text_me
ssages/ 

In Ronery Pranet News..

Gift to Kim Jong Il from IIJI
Pyongyang, November 17 (KCNA) -- General Secretary Kim Jong Il received a gift from the 
International Institute of the Juche Idea (IIJI).

The gift was handed over to Kim Ki Nam, secretary of the Central Committee of the Workers' Party 
of Korea, on Thursday by Vishwanath, director-general of the IIJI and secretary general of the 
International Kim Il Sung Prize Council on a visit to the DPRK. 

Link: http://www.kcna.co.jp/index-e.htm 

Music – Just remember I'm Santa Claus by Another Cultural Landslide 
http://alonetone.com/anotherculturallandslide thx Iron Angel

Discussion/rant – r4nger5 ideals and aims

Music – Go the Fuck to Sleep read by Samuel L Jackson

Updates

Skype recording now up and running

Definitely worth downloading the running order

Why don't You Section (as suggested by Iron Angel)

..go and build a soda can solar heater

http://blog.hemmings.com/index.php/2010/06/22/soda-can-solar-heater-v2-completed/ solar can 
eater – thx IronAngel

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XsF9RvVxFc4 easy one to build

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FSQVGhn8KRU slightly more complicated one

Reccomedia

Alone in the wilderness – Dick Pronicke schools all of us in off grid living – available now on You 
Tube thx IronAngel

Possum Living – living well on very little – go get the .pdf

The Art and Science of Dumpster Diving – go find it on the interwebz 

Beyond Black Mesa – independent film goodness http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=OOrH5tfWorg 
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Links

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-15760897 cheap ass meals from your grandparents era

http://blog.cleveland.com/metro/2010/07/cleveland_comic-book_legend_ha.html Harvey Pekar is 
dead.

Www.rantradio.com

www.r4nger5.com

http://ironangelforge.blogspot.com IronAngel's blog – much cool stuff!

http://yro.slashdot.org/story/11/11/17/2142214/eu-speaks-out-against-us-censorship more on SOPA 
bill
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